
L.C.C. 

Code Size LI / SR PR T.D. RIM O.D. S.W. S.L.R. Single Dual A.P.

32nds in. in. in. in. lbs. lbs. psi

5542490 11R22.5 146/143 L 16 26 8.25 41.9 11.0 19.5 6610 6005 120

5542494 11R24.5 149/146 L 16 26 8.25 43.9 11.0 20.4 7160 6610 120

The S757 represents a new generation of Sailun drive tires.  
The S757 is an all-weather drive tire engineered for traction 
and mileage in line-haul and regional service applications.  The 
extra-wide footprint and solid shoulders improve stability and 
handling.  The lug tread pattern and siping improves grip and 
the 4 zig-zag channels evacuate water away from the tread 
face.  The S757’s 26/32” tread depth provides long tread life 
and lower cost per mile.

Features & Benefits
•	 Extensive sipes improve traction in wet conditions and 

dissipates heat for prolonged tread life.
•	 Tie-bars on external lugs add rigidity to prevent irregular 

wear and improve stability.
•	 Extra-wide footprint improves handling, promotes even 

treadwear and long tread life.

Applications:
•	 Regional Trucks
•	 Pick-up and Delivery Trucks
•	 Line-Haul Trucks

S757
SuPer reGionAL ALL WeAtHer drive
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The new generation drive tire from Sailun, the S757 Super Regional Drive is an all-weather drive tire for 
line haul and regional service applications.  The Sailun S757 is designed for improved traction in wet 
conditions due to the extensive siping.  The S757 is designed to provide superior performance.

=

qUALITy: Every Sailun S757 super regional drive tire is tested for uniformity at the 
factory to ensure maximum ride comfort and quality performance. 

WARRANTy: All Sailun products are covered by an industry leading new 6 year 
warranty 

RETREADABILITy: Two Recap Casing Warranty with a Casing Retread Allowance.
* See Sailun Medium Radial Truck Tire Limited Warranty for complete details.

CoMpETITIvE pRoDUCTS: Bridgestone M760, Michelin X Multi Energy D

Engineered for traction and mileage while promoting stability, handling and long life with an even tread wear.  
Obtain Tier 2 quality at a significant savings with Sailun.
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* Every effort had been made to verify the accuracy of the listed specifications.  
TBC Corporation and TBC Brands cannot be held responsible for any discrepancies, and as such, the information should be considered as approximate.

S757
SuPer reGionAL ALL WeAtHer drive

Extra-wide footprint promotes 
stability, improved handling, even 
treadwear, and long tread life.

Extensive sipes improve traction in 
wet conditions and dissipate heat for 
prolonged tread life.

Tie-bars on shoulder lugs add 
rigidity to prevent irregular wear and 
improve stability.




